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Typical Use:

Power on the antenna by pressing the ON/OFF button.

Press the seaRcH button to initiate a search. Within 
2-3 minutes, the antenna will point where maximum 
reception is found.

On your TV Menu, go to the Channel Menu and 
perform a channel scan. This will program the 
stations in your area into the TV. Do this whenever 
the antenna is re-pointed.

Quick start Guide 
Models RZ-7500 White / RZ-7535 Black / RZ-8500 White / RZ-8535 Black  

email help@winegard.com or call 1-800-788-4417

Search LeD
Will be lit when antenna is 
performing a search. 

 On/Off LeD
Will be lit when antenna 

amplifier is turned on and 
system is in antenna mode.

 On/Off ButtOn 
Used to turn the antenna on 

and off. When turned off park 
cable signals will be passed.

Green LeDs
Indicate antenna position. If 2 

green LEDs are lit, the antenna 
is positioned between those 

positions.

reD LeDs
Indicates optimal pointing 

location(s) found during 
search. Antenna will 

automatically move to the 
best result. Pressing SEARCH 

again will move between 
alternate positions.

Search ButtOn
•	Initiates a new search after 

powering antenna on. 
•	Moves between optimal 

antenna locations after a 
completed search.

•	Press and hold to clear 
memory and start a new 
search.

reaDOut DiSpLay
Will show the number of TV 
frequencies found at the current 
position. This is the number of 
RF Signals available and will 
differ from the amount of virtual 
channels scanned on a TV 
because of multi-casting. Typically, 
a TV scan will result in 2x to 3x 
more channels than RF Signals.

rOtate ButtOnS
Fine tune a channel that 
may be pixelating or weak. 
Manually point towards a 
known antenna location.frOnt cOaxiaL cOnnectiOn

Optional connection for TV. Additional 
connection on rear of control panel.
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  For FAQs, troubleshooting, videos, and product information visit www.winegard.com/rayzarauto  

reD/Green LeD 
 If both the RED and GREEN 

LEDs are lit on the same spot, 
that indicates the current 

location, as well as an optimal 
pointing location.

pOSitiOnaL LeDs
Top of wall plate is front of 

RV, bottom is back of RV. 


